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EASY INSTALLATION GUIDE 
 
Once you’ve removed the CROC HINGE bracket from the packaging there are 
two options for installation. Regardless of method chosen, please ensure you 
read the Important Production Information. 
 
Method 1: Attach your accessory to the CROC HINGE bracket before attaching 
to the vehicle. This is the heavier option but generally quicker.  
 

 
Step 1: Loosely bolt the mounting pins (purchased 
separately) for your recovery board to the Product Leg of 
the CROC HINGE bracket. 
 
Step 2: With the mounting pins now affixed to the 
bracket, line them up to the holes in your recovery 
boards. Once aligned, tighten the bolts in place ensuring 
they do not move. This is essential because the boards 
may get caught up on the pins when trying to remove 
them. Repeat the same for the second bracket. 
 
Step 3: Secure the recovery boards onto the brackets by 
turning the mounting pins to lock in place.  
 
Step 4: Affix the supplied bolts onto the Roof Leg of the 
CROC HINGE bracket. The washer and bolt should sit on 
the side that has the gas hinge, and the t-bolt/channel 
nut on the outside. Only do them up loosely for now. 
 
Step 5: Place the Roof Legs of the CROC HINGE brackets 
on the roof rack. Do this by sliding the t-bolt/channel nut 
into the channel rail of the roof rack, then slide sideways 
left or right to where you want them. Once in your 
preferred position, do the bolts on the Roof Leg up 
tightly using a socket. 
 
Important: Ensure the Roof Leg brackets are parallel to 
each other. They should be at 90 degrees to the side of 
the vehicle and not off centre. 
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METHOD 2: Mount the CROC HINGE bracket to the roof rack and then attach 
accessories. 
 

 
Step 1: Attach the mounting pins (purchased 
separately) to the Product Leg of each bracket. 
 
Step 2: Affix the supplied bolts onto the Roof Leg of 
the CROC HINGE bracket. The washer and bolt should 
sit on the side that has the gas hinge, and the t-
bolt/channel nut on the outside. Only do them up 
loosely for now. 
 
Step 3: Place the first CROC HINGE bracket on top of 
the roof rack. Do this by sliding the t-bolt/channel nut 
into the channel rail of the roof rack. The Roof Leg 
should be flat against the roof rack. 
 
Do the same with the second bracket. They are 
interchangeable so there is no left or right. 
 
Step 4: Do the bolts up finger-tight then align your 
recovery boards onto the brackets. Slide the CROC 
HINGE brackets sideways left or right along the 
channel to obtain the correct positioning for your 
specific recovery boards. Once aligned with the holes 
in your recovery boards, tighten the bolts in the 
channel.  
 
Important: Ensure the Roof Leg brackets are parallel 
to each other. They should be at 90 degrees to the 
side of the vehicle and not off centre. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Important Product Information 
 

 
When in an upright position, the Product 
Leg should be no more than 20mm from 
the outer edge of your roof rack.  
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Important Product Information cont’d 
 
• The mounting pins for some recovery boards will need to be cut to size to fit. This entails 

using a grinder to cut off the excess length on the back or underside of the pin so that 
the bracket is able to lay flat on the roof rack. 

• The CROC HINGE bracket is load rated to 35kg per set (pair). Do not overload brackets.  
• Use brackets for intended use only. 
• Use caution when deploying the CROC HINGE bracket. The product’s movement is 

possible due to the gas strut therefore pay attention during movement particularly 
moving from a flat/stowed position to deployed position. 

• If intending to mount an awning accessory, please see the CROC HINGE 4x4 Awning 
Mount which has a shorter product leg ideal for vehicle awnings. It is also necessary to 
ensure the awning is tied down when set up/in use to avoid the possibility of the wind 
flipping your awning over. 

 
Recommendations 

 
When hard, off-road driving the bracket should be in the upright or deployed position 
(Image 1). When driving on sealed roads the bracket should be in the flat or stowed 
position (Image 2). 
 

Image 1 

 

Image 2 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

CROC HINGE is proudly Australian designed, 
engineered and manufactured. Thanks for 

supporting a local Aussie business. 
 

We hope you enjoy the versatility of your 
new CROC HINGE bracket. Tag #crochinge or 

@crochinge for the opportunity to be 
featured in our social channels. 

 

 

 


